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Overview
Spire Parkway Hospital in Solihull just a few miles from
Birmingham and part of the Spire Healthcare portfolio
of Healthcare facilities is renowned for delivering high
quality care for its patients as part of the redevelopment
of the site and subsequent refurbishment of 40 bedrooms,
LiP Medical were invited by the design team to provide
new enhanced Bedhead Supply Units, Over Bed Lights,
furniture and Integrated Plumbing Systems (IPS) units.
With limited space the decision was taken to supply an
enhanced vertical bedhead supply unit with feature panel
to allow the patient bed to sit between and allowing more
space to manoeuvre around the room.
The Fascia of the panels are High Pressure Laminate in
Nocturne Wood with a matching fascia on the over bed
light. The wardrobes also have a same finish giving a
coordinated high quality feel to the room design.
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The Solution

The Firenze

The Firenze Vertical supply Unit by
LiP Medical was the ideal solution and
was selected for the refurbishment
offering a functional medical supply
unit with a less clinical feel.Regardless
of trying to achieve a less clinical
feel, the units must always meet the
relevant safety standards.
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The Specifics

The Firenze

The Specifics
The Firenze bedhead supply unit is part of a larger
range of enhanced bedhead solutions and bespoke
furniture designed by LiP Medical .
The feature panels are constructed from HPL high
pressure laminate which is available in a range of
finishes to compliment any interior design.
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The electrical sockets, data, nurse call system and
switches are installed in a proprietary aluminium
extrusion down the sides of the units, this gives the
bedrooms a less clinical feel, more in keeping with
a home or hotel.
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Accessories
Essential Services

The Accessories

Naturally, the main objective of any
bedhead unit is to provide essential
services to the patient. The bedhead
solutions provided by LiP Medical fully
comply with all international safety
standards to ensure that all regulations
are adhered to.

As part of the bedhead supply units,
additional accessories can be fitted to
further enhance the functionality.

Once installed, the unit seamlessly
integrates a fully compliant medical supply
unit into an Enhanced feature wall panel.
For each individual room, the medical supply
unit was configured to accommodate the
electrical sockets, data outlets, nurse call
and medical gases as required.
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An LED overbed light with up and down
light modules was supplied at each bed to
provide general lighting for the room and
reading lighting for the patient. The reading
light is controlled by the patient handset on
the nurse call system.
The fascia on each light fitting is finished
HPL matching the bed head supply units
and so integrating into the interior design
seamlessly. The LED Technology in the light
units is digitally controlled using a “DALI”
system.
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Design Integration
LiP Medicals broad portfolio of enhanced bedhead
Supply units and furniture allow us to offer a number
of different and bespoke solutions. Providing the
furniture has a package in bedroom areas affords
full coordination in the design, ensuring the
ergonomics are correct and costly post contract
alterations are avoided.
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